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First: Bitcoin basics

The Bitcoin blockchain is a file: a shared ledger that records every 
Bitcoin transaction ever (current size ≈ 300 GB)

This file is hosted across many different computers (c.f BitTorrent)

Only the creator of a Bitcoin address can authorise spending from that 
address (public/private key transaction signing)

Key innovation: the transaction record is immutable and can’t be 
altered after the fact (transaction blocks linked by proof-of-work
hashing)



Smart contracts

The legitimacy of a Bitcoin transactions is trustlessly validated by a decentralised 
network of miners

A smart contract is a piece of code whose correct execution is likewise validated by 
a decentralised network

A smart contract runs on the ‘world computer’ in a way that it beyond human 
interference

For instance, a smart contract could escrow funds until some condition is met

The Ethereum blockchain provides a flexible smart contracts platform



Just an Ethereum address: I can send ETH to this.
I can also interact using defined functions.

This code is executed and verified across the global Ethereum 
blockchain. This code exclusively controls the tokens within 
the contract.



How to think about blockchain 
disruption of energy 
transactions?
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Optimism:

Smart contracts will underpin 
an ecosystem of connected 
financial products

Skepticism:

Why wasn’t peer-to-peer 
trading embraced using 
centralised databases?

Graphic: Mr. Almero de Villiers





Can smart contracts function as 
hedging instruments for
electricity?



Accepted for IEEE EnergyCon 2020



Actual and short term forecast of wind power generation 
on a trading day in Ireland (Eirgrid 2012).

Price riskSpot prices of a day-ahead electricity 
market in Europe (US$) (Source: Entsoe 2020)

Volume risk

Why hedge?

Electricity prices are 

highly volatile.

Renewable 

electricity generators 

are exposed to both 

price and volume

risks.

Revenue risk affects 

the bankability of 

renewable electricity 

projects

Expected 
revenues?



Rationale 

Mature and organized setup

Pure fungible commodity 

Open and transparently-structured market 

Clears and settles at a known frequency

Coordinated by a single entity. 
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Stable 

coin 

Design of a blockchain CfD

Generator Supplier
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SMART CONTRACT

Governed by 
well-designed 

incentive mechanisms
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Functioning of a blockchain CfD

Consider a 110MW 

generator 

On a trading day, it 

offers 100 MWh of 

energy into the physical 

market at EUR 80/MWh.

It also holds a 100 MWh 

blockchain CfD contract 

with an offtaker at a 

strike price of EUR 

80/MWh.



Maintenance margin 
= EUR 20,000

24k 
starting 
balance

22.3k 
closing 
balance

Withdraws
EUR 5k

Deposits 
EUR 4k

Functioning of a blockchain CfD



Can smart contracts underpin 
ownership tokens for renewable 
projects?
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Low regional capacity and access

Slow economic growth & industrialization

Insufficient new capacity

Large investment gap

Inadequate government sources

Why alternate finance in Sub-Saharan Africa?
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Finance mobilization is streamlined from a location-independent 

crowd

Revenue disbursal is frictionless and counterparty credit risk is 

reduced

Risk is distributed amongst multiple investors

New risks are introduced into the contract such as security, reliance 
& account risks

Lots more research to do on the incentives to invest and hardware 
oracle

Conclusion



Questions?
paul.cuffe@ucd.ie


